
How Artificial Intelligence can drive
transformation in Industry 4.0

Overview

The Challenge: Effective technology adoption
The fourth industrial revolution, Industry 4.0, or 4IR, is transforming 
how businesses manufacture products. Manufacturers now need to 
make things, better, faster, quicker to be competitive. They also need 
to do this more sustainably with less energy and resources. This is 
being facilitated by greater automation, robots, sensors, IoT and Edge 
devices, 5G networks, digital twins and cloud computing, as well as a 
data‑driven revolution. 

Making use of data could address many of these issues but for some 
manufacturers it proves to be a challenge. Skills, resource and buy‑in 
can hinder progress and legacy equipment is also a barrier. with man‑
ufacturers using tooling that can be decades old. In many companies 
the asset health of a lot of machinery is not known or poorly managed. 
Supply chains may also be poorly configured.   

Manufacturers that do have a minimal viable product or Industry 4.0 
concept can fail to move beyond pilot testing or struggle to under‑
stand how to prove an attractive return on investment. The adoption 
of technology in manufacturing processes therefore remains slow 
in some areas. There is also a misconception that the cost and time 
needed to adopt emerging technology is prohibitive. 

The Solution: Time to optimise manufacturing
Making sense of data, optimising manufacturing processes and the full 
utilisation of capital assets is now possible using artificial intelligence 
(AI) and machine learning (ML). Many manufacturers are moving to the 
cloud — sending all their data to one central point. From here it is easy 
to collate, visualise and analyse data to spot opportunities and issues, 
predict trends and prevent problems. AI and ML can help do this in real 
time — constantly learning and evolving as the data comes in — it can 
then be shared across sites, offices and teams to optimise operations. 

Smart asset management is also gaining traction, where AI and ML can 
prevent unscheduled downtime, improve productivity, lower the cost 
of maintenance and boost operational efficiencies. Machines can also 
be reconfigured to use less energy, while production schedules can be 
aligned to use power when it is cheaper. Assets can also be optimised 
so they use less resources. AI and ML are easily utilised in this process, 
working on data from sensors attached to legacy machinery.

The real‑time monitoring of machinery also allows businesses to predict
when assets need maintenance, which means optimal servicing and
dynamic repairs. AI/ML algorithms can now also be used to reconfigure
supply chains — from production to delivery —  identifying gaps, accu‑
rately predicting timings and ensuring cost efficiency.
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How can we proactively predict when 
assets require maintenance?

How can we reduce the energy we 
use?

How do I better manage the delivery 
of inputs and outputs?

How do we better manage the 
resources we use and reduce waste?

The benefits of AI/ML for Industry 4.0

AI can be used to detect the state of repair of connected 
machinery, using data from IoT sensors and Edge devices 
shared to the cloud. ML algorithms can detect anomalies, 
predict the health of an asset, and generate real‑time alerts 
to let engineers know when a fault needs to be looked at.

AI / ML can analyse data from smart energy meters and 
sensors to understand energy use patterns. This enables 
manufacturers to optimise production processes, adjust for 
cheaper energy prices, and refine temperature management 
and lighting use in factories. Digital twins can be used to 
replicate optimised processes across production centres.

In the face of global disruptions, relying on just‑in‑time supply 
chains for inputs, machinery parts or shipping an end‑product 
is risky. Using AI / ML, manufacturers can optimise how they 
work with suppliers and distributors, ensuring products are 
delivered on time and factories don’t face shortages.

With mass data capture from hundreds of different sensors, 
businesses can work out which manufacturing processes can 
be optimised. AI / ML can be applied to data from resource 
inputs and product outputs to enable manufacturing 
processes to be calibrated for greater efficiency. 

PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE

RESOURCE USE SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMISATION

ENERGY EFFICIENCY



It’s time to unlock the value in your data 

Inawisdom is a leading specialist in 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine  

Learning (ML). We enable customers to 
rapidly discover and deliver business 

differentiation from their data assets to 
create true value. Inawisdom is an Amazon 

Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting 
Partner, holding multiple competencies 
including Machine Learning and Data & 
Analytics, and serves global businesses 

in a broad range of industries, across UK 
and EMEA. Inawisdom was acquired by 

Cognizant in December 2020.
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Accelerate Industry 4.0 initiatives with AI/ML

All manufacturers need to make the most of their assets, they also 
need to be more energy and resource efficient, as well as optimise their 
supply chains. How can you tap into the benefits of data and Industry 
4.0 developments without the costs and risks inherent in large‑scale 
solutions?   

Success doesn’t have to be something big, small‑scale digital and data‑ 
led solutions deploying AI and ML are now readily available. Projects of 
this nature can be simple and easy to achieve. Marginal gains from these 
projects can have an outsized effect when rolled out at scale across 
multiple pieces of machinery or across a number of factories. There is 
also an immediate return on investment. 

Concentrating on projects that add specific value, are discreet, and 
boost operations are key. This involves targeted investment. Results can 
be seen in a matter of weeks, not months. Lots of low‑cost technologies, 

including sensors and cloud deployments are now readily available. They 
can also easily be deployed using older tooling, manufacturing assets 
and IT infrastructure. 
 
Manufacturers first need to establish an original business case for 
change. Start small and scale. With the computation power of the cloud 
and AI/ML, a lot can be achieved. Learnings can be used to optimise 
processes in factories in affordable ways.  

Inawisdom has driven significant performance improvements, including 
seven‑figure sums ploughed directly into the bottom line of businesses 
or a 70 to 80 percent shift in key metrics with relatively small invest‑
ments. Gains can come quickly because of the richness of data and the 
power of the cloud.

Learn more about how AI can transform Manufacturing in our Industry 4.0 Report

https://ac-landing-pages-user-uploads-production.s3.amazonaws.com/0000076780/c5dbfc45-dbae-44dc-b7fc-6a2c2f58575e.pdf

